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This dissertation starts from the source and characteristics of life insurance 
funds to discuss the investment principles which life insurance investment must 
comply with. These principles are security、appreciation、 liquidation and 
matching. The whole passage focuses on how to construct optimium investment 
porfolio and how to allocate life insurance funds to various assets to meet the 
requirement of life insurance investment principles. This dissertation mainly 
applies Markowitz efficient porfolio theory to constuct investment porfolio, and 
discusses the optimium investment porfolio and optimium proportion of various 
assets under the conditions which short sell is allowed and not allowed.  
After getting the opimium investment plan (porfolio and investment 
proportion), this dissertation further discuss if short sell is not allowed, life 
insurance company how to set the optimium investment porfolio and optimium 
proportion of various assets to achieve maximum marginal return-risk (µ σ ).  
And, this dissertation applies one of technologies of Assets Liablity 
Management, say Duration Gap Model, and immunity management theory to 
evaluate whether such porfolio and proportion satisfies the matching principle. 
If it doesn’t meet the requirement of matching principle, such porfolio and 
proprtion should be adjusted.  
At the end, this dissertation enduces a profolio and proportion of various 
assets to meet the requirements of life insurance investment principles. 
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